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INSIDE
Non-smokers more susceptible
to secondhand smoke,
researchers say

Women’s golf team finishes third
at Ping/ASU Invitational
golf tournament
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Town meeting today on campus relations
By Jennifer Ferguson
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

San Jose State University
President Robert L. Caret will
address campus civility, which
he considers to be one of the
biggest challenges facing this
university, at his first town hall
meeting today from noon to 1
Morris
Dailey
p.m.
in
Auditorium.
The town hall meeting will
be held for faculty and staff,
but a second town hall meeting
will be held for students April
13 in the Student Union from

noon to 1 p.m.
Today’s meeting will give
faculty and staff the chance
to participate in an open question and answer forum and
share with Caret and other
faculty members their ideas
of improving the climate on
campus.
In a special edition of the faculty publication "On Campus,"
which was distributed March
31, Caret said that issues of
civility and community are
among his top priorities.
"The environment in which
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The environment in which we
conduct our business has been
significantly affected by budget
reductions and other fiscal
pressures.
Robert L Caret
sltil president
ft

we conduct our business
has been significantly affected
by budget reductions and other

fiscal pressures," Caret said.
"It is not surprising then that
this campus is manifesting

signs of stress."
To reduce this stress, Caret
said the campus needs to focus
on ways to reduce workplace
violence and reduce student
frustration.
Maria Portillo, a junior majoring in women’s studies, didn’t
know about the meetings, but
said she is glad that the new
president is addressing what
she called the constant bashing
she feels as a MexicanAmerican.
"Almost every week I have to
deal with someone making fun

of me, or my accent or the way I
dress just because I’m a
Mexican," Portillo said.
Maria Ortiz, a MexicanAmerican studies professor,
hopes to take the students in
her ethnic women in the U.S.
class to hear Caret speak in his
second town hall meeting.
"This is important," Ortiz
said, "because we need to
bridge the gap between what is
taught in the classroom from
our textbooks and the cultural
diversity we see in everyday
life."

_

Juggling as a metaphor for Jewish culture
Spartan Daily Stall Report

Jewish Culture Week began at
San Jose State University with the
artistry of Sara Felder. a Jewish juggler and performance artist, who
entertained the campus on
Tuesday.
Students and guests basked in
the noonday sun as Felder juggled
everything from a bowling ball and
rubber chicken to knives and
blocks.
"She has a gift." said Jonathan

Comisar, SJSU program director for
the Jewish Student Union. "She’s
incredibly creative, and she has
amazing hands."
Felder, in her mid-thirties, began
juggling when she was a student at
the University of California at
Berkeley.
She is from Brooklyn, New York,
"the ’old country,’ "Comisar chuckled. "When you’re in California, the
old country is New York."
Tuesday’s event included read-

ings as well as Felder’s juggling in
which she used materials evocative of her Jewish lesbian wedding.
Celebrations will continue on
Thursday when the Israel Caravan
visits campus from 10:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. outside the Student Union.
"If you liked the music in ’Fiddler
on the Roof’ you’ll enjoy the
Klezmer band which will be performing then," Comisar said.
Klezmer is Eastern European dance
music that celebrates weddings.

Samples of Jewish food will also
be served.
On Friday, a Shabbat dinner will
be held in the International Center
located at 360 S. 11th St. Following
the dinner, which begins at 8 p.m.,
"Zohar," a movie that chronicles
the tragic lite of Israeli rock star
Zuhar Argov, will be shown.
All events are free and open to
the public. Call 271-6969 for more
information.

ABOVE. Whiie juggling
blocks, pins, knives and even a
rubber chicken, Sara Felder tells
stories about being Jewish.
RIGHT: The first of several activities planned for Jewish culture
week (April 4th-7th) was held
Tuesday at noon in the San Jose
State University outdoor
Amphitheater. San Franciscobased Jewish juggler and performance artist Sara Felder entertains
a crowd of students with her juggling skills and sense of humor.
The next Jewish cultural event
includes the Israel Caravan on
Thursday outside the Student
Union from 10:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
The Caravan brings to campus the
sights, sounds and tastes of Israeli
culture

Lesbian Army colonel to speak about discrimination
By Michele Bolger
swum, Daily Stall Wilier
Col. Margarethe Cammermeyer is no stranger to discrimination. She was discharged
from the U.S. Army after 26
years of service because of her
sexual preference.
Cam mermeyer’s recent battle
with discrimination has become
front-page headlines because
she is the highest ranking officer to challenge the military’s
anti -gay policy.
Students of San Jose State

University along with the general public will be able to listen
and learn from Cammermeyer
Wednesday in the Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
"She (Cammermeyer) shows
the diversity of who we are as
gays and lesbians," said Ralph
Serpe, promotions director of
Billy
the San Jose-based
DeFrank Lesbian and Gay
Community Center. She "breaks
stereotypes and myths."
Cammermeyer grew up in
Oslo, Norway during the time of
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She (Cammermeyer) shows the diversity of
who we are as gays and lesbians.
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Cammermeyer’s
rule.
Nazi
entrance into the Army came
mid-way through her education
at the University of Maryland.
She enlisted into the Army stu-

dent nursing program and soon
after began her duty in Germany.
Her career as a nurse quickly
boomed, and she became head
nurse in a hospital in Vietnam

when she was awarded the
Bronze Star for her work.
Along with this achievement
she was promoted to colonel.
named Chief Nurse of the Washington State National Guard,
selected "Woman of the Year" by
the Women’s Army Corps
Veterans and was chosen "Nurse
of the Year" in 1985 from among
34.0(X) nurses nationwide.
Cammermeyer’s main public
spotlight came when she admitted being gay. During an interview for the position of Chief

Nurse of the National Guard, her
sexual orientation was discovered.
She was reinstated and will
remain so until a decision on
her appeal can be reached.
Cammermeyer will speak
about her many years of service
along with presenting a historical perspective with slides.
"This will provide students an
outlet to debate a current
issue," said George Gonzales,
director of the Associated
Students Program Board.
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A Personal View

Sending the wrong image to Vietnam
America as mindless and violent.
Put your best foot forward.
"It’s not representative of us
Make sure your fly is zipped, you
here," he said. "Definitely movies
don’t have spinach clinging to an
portray culture. Vietnamese think
incisor and your shoulders are
ir
of Americans through the mechandandruff free. Because first impresics of war. Those images that’s
sions count.
totally wrong," Caohuu said.
At least that’s what my mom
He liked the movie, "Grumpy
always said.
Old Men."
That’s why I’m bothered that
col)
the first U.S. movie to be officially
"But maybe there’s a better
Joanne Griffith
movie to send," he said, "one with
shown in Vietnam in two decades
a nice story about how the averis Arnold Schwarzenegger’s "True
Domingue
age American lives."
Lies."
An unedited version of the R-rated movie in
He said Vietnamese in Vietnam think of
which he beats and shoots villains; his movie Americans as having everything: a job, three cars,
daughter steals from her father’s visiting friend; a house.
Caohuu would send "a movie that shows a conand his movie wife thinks he’s at a computer convention when he’s really tracking spies opened
cept of fairness."
in December in Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi.
Fairness, forgiveness. Those qualities certainly
Twenty years ago this month American sol- are not part of the violence, explosions, vehicle
diers left Vietnam. And now we’re sending murder chases and obscenities featured in "True Lies."
and mayhem back again, this time in a movie.
To get past the picture of Americans as violent,
I wish we could have sent a movie that por- we need to export movies that don’t reinforce violence.
trayed a kinder, gentler
I think "True Lies" is
America. I’m worried
Twenty years ago this
true junk.
about what kind of first
month
American
soldiers
"Well, try and make a
American
impression
culture is making in
left Vietnam. And now we’re good piece of junk," said
Jennifer Heuff, SJSU
Vietnam.
sending murder and
"This movie is not a
assistant professor of
first
impression
of
radio, TV, video and film.
mayhem
back
again,
Americans," said Hien
"’True Lies’ is entertainment and fun that’s
Duc Do, a social sciences
this time in a movie.
professor at San Jose
what American film is
about," she said.
State who is from Vietnam.
"The Communists portrayed Americans as
"Yes, movies are mirrors of culture, but movies
blood thirsty savages who came to take over our are business," she said. And "True Lies" is big
country," Do said. And now there’s CNN in hotel business.
But I’m still struggling with the first impression
rooms in Vietnam and American culture via TV, he
concept, the notion that "True Lies" may be the
said.
He pointed out that Vietnam was never as iso- first look at American life for some Vietnamese. I’d
lated as China after the Mao regime. like to see us try and export a different vision.
"Twenty-years is not that long a time," he said.
Because I think "True Lies" is reel junk.
But Do would not have sent "True Lies" as the
Joanne Griffith Domingue
first U.S. movie to be shown in Vietnam. His
is the Spartan Daily
choice: "Forrest Gump."
"It’s a good story because it incorporated hisExecutive Editor.
Her column appears
torical events," Do said. "And it’s a human drama
every Wednesday.
that shows the ability to forgive."
Tri Caohuu, SJSU professor of electrical engineering, agrees with me that "True Lies" shows

Writer’s Forum

The violence-and-men connection
"Increase the peace" is a popufew people can offer any cogent
lar slogan these days. Perhaps it’s
solutions.
particularly relevant here at San
Imitative behavior is one of
Jose State, where one person has
the keystones of human society.
been stabbed to death and anothWe learn to talk by imitating the
er wounded with a pistol, in all
speech of others. Imitation is part
likelihood with intent to kill, in
of how the sciences and the arts
unrelated incidents at two sepaare taught to each new generarate concert events.
tion.
Sometimes it seems as if you
Then there’s the playground
can’t get a group of people togethmyths. Boys don’t cry. Boys are
Otto Waldorf
er in a festive atmosphere anytough. Boys are active. Boys do
more without some jacked up,
dangerous things for fun.
dumbed down, miserable excuse for a human
Girls cry. Girls are weak. Girls are passive.
being deciding that stabbing or shooting someGirls are afraid to do dangerous things.
one is the right thing to do. In proportion to the
I’ve heard more than a few women talk about
consequences of the act itself, almost every
being a ’tomboy’ with barely concealed pride.
excuse for violence is pathetic.
It’s difficult for me to even conceive of a man
Why are humans so violent? No other animal
gleefully bragging to me "you know, as a boy, I
attacks and kills its own species with the numbwas a real sissy." In fact, probably the worst
ing regularity that we see throughout history,
insult a man can hurl at another man is to imply
and the twentieth century has been the bloodiest that he is a woman.
ever.
The equation of masculinity with dominance
Crime statistics reveal that almost 90 percent
and violence as the key to achieve both is
of all violent crimes are committed by men. The
fraught with complications and consequences.
On the one hand, it’s dangerous and is a very
majority of their victims are male also, but
women are also being assaulted, raped or murreal threat to the quality of human existence. On
the other hand, like drugs, it often achieves limitdered in unprecedented numbers.
ed and immediate objectives.
Bella Abzug said in a letter to the editor to the
Doesn’t it seem kind of obvious that a bully
New York Times that men must develop a conisn’t going to stop being a bully just because
sciousness that maleness does not have to symbolize dominance and violence.
someone politely asks him to stop?
She goes on to suggest that if boys and young
In fact, it occurs to me that writing about this
is just sissy whining. If I really wanted to do
men refuse to respect women’s limitations, it
something to stop violence, I’d go kick somemight be time for women to unite and take
one’s ass.
action.
Violence is on the rise in the United States,
according to most crime indexes, opinion polls,
Otto Waldorf is a
and other measures of such things.
Spartan Daily
Metal detectors are used in some public
Staff Writer
schools to deter students from bringing guns.
One in four women can expect to be raped in
her lifetime. That number is on the rise, and
although many people are not happy with this,

Attention Artists
The Spartan Daily is actively recruiting San
Jose State artists interested in drawing political
cartoons.
Political artists should have good drawing
skills, keep up with current events and have a
strong position on Issues.
If you are interested in becoming a Spartan
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Daily political cartoonist, submit your cartoons
at the Spartan Daily office In Dwight Bentel Hall,
room 209. Submissions should include the
artist’s name, address and phone number.
The cartoons will be reviewed by Spartan Daily
editors and artists will be notified by phone if
their cartoons will be published.

Campus Viewpoint

SJSU does nothing more than talk of diversity
In light of the Campus
Climate Survey which stated
African-American faculty, staff
and students felt the environment of the university was hostile toward them is currently
being supported by the recent
incident at the Admissions and
Records Office.
Michael Day, an admissions
called
Wesley
evaluator,
Flowers, a student here at San
Jose State, a "stupid nigger"
(Spartan Daily Mar. 14).
Mr. Day, an ambassador, so
to speak, for San Jose State has
a duty to represent the university in a professional and unbiased manner. He should not be
allowed to use the university as
his own personal playground to
incite violence by spreading
racially inflammatory words.
The university administration needs to take action on this
matter instead of sweeping it
under the carpet. Giving the
case over to the district attorney’s office and letting them
handle it gives the campus community the impression that the
university condones this type of
reprehensible behavior.
This is a campus based issue
and needs to be dealt with as

such. Besides letting the district
attorney decide if charges
should be made, the university
needs to take a more active
approach in handling the situation.
Specifically they need to fire
Mr. Day from his position to
show that the university means
what it says. By doing this the
university shows it will not tolerate racist behavior from anyone and that it is committed to
protecting the rights of all individuals and making everyone
feel comfortable.
Just taking surveys and not
tackling the problem is completely useless.
One thing that I find disheartening about the entire situation
is that the coverage of this incident has been extremely biased.
The police record shows that
Mr. Day called Mr. Flowers a
"stupid nigger" and there are
witnesses to prove it.
There isn’t one witness, however, who said that Mr. Flowers
called Mr. Day a racially derogatory name or hit him. There is
only hearsay, but the recent
article in the Spartan Daily
seems to take it as truth.
Mr. Flowers is being shown

Opinion page
policies
"If all mankind minus one, were of one
opinion, and only one person were of the
contrary opinion, mankind would be no
more justified in silencing that one person,
than he, if he had the power, would be justified in silencing mankind."
John Stuart Mill,
"On Liberty" (1850)
The representation of a broad range of
opinions is important to a democracy. The
Spartan Daily is committed to sharing
those opinions with the community.
Spartan Daily readers may express themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to
the Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word
response to an issue or point of view that
has appeared in the Spartan Daily. Campus
Viewpoint is a 300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on current campus,
political or personal issues.
Submissions become the property of the
Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length. Submissions
must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed or submitted
on a 3.5" disk using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a printout of
the piece.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office In
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237 or mailed to the Spartan
Daily Forum Editor, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the
School
of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications or SJSU.

as the aggressor for responding
to verbal abuse; instead of the
perpetuator being reprimanded
for his actions.
Mr. Flowers had every right
to be upset by the comment Mr.
Day made and shouldn’t have to
look like the bad guy because of
it.
One way to avoid future incidents is to require that all staff
receive cultural sensitivity training. If people are working on a
diverse campus with students of
various ethnic and cultural
backgrounds they (the staff)
need to be aware and respectful
of these differences.
Also, requiring students to
learn about other cultures
through instituting the ethnic
studies requirement will help
alleviate much of the ignorance
that is usually the base of such
racist actions.
By taking a more proactive
approach, the university can set
a precedent that not only makes
San Jose State diverse in numbers, but unified in respect.
Isslah L Godwin
Political Science
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15 people arrested
after UCLA’s win

Sparta Guide
SJSU’s Weekly Calendar

4,000 pour onto streets of Westwood

GALA
AIKIDO Club
Meeting, come join us for practice! 2:30p.m Ap.m. Spartan
Complex 202. Call 259-6816.

Associated Students
Program Board (ASPB)

Serving in Silence - Col.
Margaret he
Cammermeyer
7:30p.m. Morris Daily Auditorium. Call 924-6339.

Bulwer-Lytton English Society

Weekly Meeting
12:30p.m.
Faculty Offices Bldg, Rm.
Call 923-7189.

Career Planning & Placement

Col. Margarethe Cammermeyer
7:30p.m. Morris Daily Auditorium and Sexuality in the 90s
- Gabriel Antolovich of the
Santa Clara Valley Health &
AIDS
System,
Hospital
Program 2p.m. Student Union,
Costanoan Rm. and Gay
Comedy with Mark Davis &
I p.m.
Matthews
Sabrina
Student Union Amphitheater.
Call 261-9880 ext. 4252.

Liberal Studies Society

Marketing Club

Catholic Campus Ministry

Model United Nations

Discussion: Communion /
Compassion 7:30p.m. Campus
Interfaith Ctr. Corner of 10th &
San Carlos. Call 298-0204.

El Circulo Hispanico
Gen. Mtg 11:30a.m.-12:30p.m.
Student Union, Montalvo Rm.
Call 924-4602

Financiai ;Ilanagement
Association
Careers in Finance; members & visitors welcome 430p.ni.-5:45p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe R111.
Call 248.6061.

GALA

San Jose Earth Day
Volunteer Meeting
Volunteer Recruitment for San
Jose’s Earth Day lp.m. and
7p.m. Student Union AS.
Office, Rm. 360. Call 924-6410.

Philosophy, Revolutions, Religion & Women with Activist
Jennifer Rycenga 3p.m. Student
Union,
Almaden
Room.
Call 261-9880 ext. 4252.

Sikh Student Association

Jewish Student Union

Meeting 12:30p.m. Student
Union, Costanoan Room.
Call 270.9331.

Thursday
Alcoholics Anonymous

Meeting with speaker Patty
Kimball "Career Planning for
Teachers" 3p.m.-5p.m. Student
Rm.
Union,
Pacheco
Call 297-8944.

Interviewing
for
Success
12:30p.m. Business Classrooms,
Rm. 15 and Co-op Orientation
530p.m. Student Union, Almaden
Room. Call 924-6033.

Listening Hour

Career Planning & Placement

World Repertory Ensemble
12:30p.m.-1:15p.m. Music Bldg.
Concert Hall. Call 924-4631.

Catholic Campus Nudsby
Holy Thursday Evcharist 7p.m.
Campus Interfaith Center.. Call
29&0204.

General Meeting 3:30p.m.
Business Classrooms, Rm. 219.
Call 370-7951..

Chicano Commencement
Committee Meeting 6:30p.m.
Student Union, Montalvo Rm.
Call 924-2515.

Pilipino Engineering
& Science Organization
General Meeting - new mem2:30p.m.
bers
welcome
Student Union, Montalvo Rm.
Call 262-6637.

College Republicans

Re-entry Advisory Program

Movie: "And the Band Played
On" 12noon Student Union,
Almaden Room. and Queer
Resource Expo ’95 3p.m. Student
Union, Loma Prieta Room.
Call 261-9880 ext. 4252.

Brown Bag Lunch - Making
Successful Transitions 12noonStudent
Union,
1:30p.m.
Pacheco Room. Call 924-5930.

Jewish Culture Week - Klezrnania.
a S.F.-based band playing Eastern
European music 12noon-lp.m.
Outdoor Amphitheater. and
Lsrael Caravan: A Walk-Through
Exhibit 10:30am.-I p.m. Art Quad
outside of the Student Union.
Call 271-6969.

Step Meeting 12:10p.m.-1p.m.
Administration 269.
Building a Winning Resume
2:30p.m.
Student
Union,
Costanoan Rm. Call 924-6033.

Speaker from Royal Courts &
Ronnie Lott’s Fitness Club
4:30p.m.
Business
Classrooms 004.

Sparta Guide is tree, and available to students. faculty 8, staff associattons
to allow or space restnctions

Meeting 430p.m. Student Union,
Pacheco Rm. Call 510-786-3947.

GALA

Deadline is 5pm two days before pubhcabon.

Lutheran Student Fellowship

Bible Brown gag 2p.m :ip.m.
Student Union, Montalvo lb»
Call 292-5404.

Sikh Student Association
Meeting 12:30p.m. Student
Union, Costanoan Room.
Call 270-9331.

SJSU Pre-Dental Student
Association
Meeting,
Guest
Speaker
Dr.
Harmon
of
VOP.
1:30p.m.-2:20p.m. Duncan Hall,
Rm. 550. Call 510-770-8656.

SJSU Theatre Arts Dept.
New Directors Showcase of
One-Act Plays lp.m. & 4p.m. Hal
Todd Studio Theatre, Hugh
Gillis Hall Rm. 103. Call 924-4555.

Forms available at D1311 209. Entnes may be added

Division head leaves Apple amid restructuring
CUPERTINO (AP) - The chief
of Apple Computer Inc.’s largest
division is leaving amid a
restructuring aimed at ending
the split between the company’s
hardware and software operations, the company said
Tuesday.
Ian Diery, Apple executive
vice president of worldwide
sales and chief of its PC hardware division, is resigning to
pursue other interests, the company said. Company officials
would not disclose when Diery’s
resignation is effective.
Under the restructuring,
Apple will consolidate its
research and development and
marketing operations into two
newly created divisions. Those
operations are now scattered
among several product divisions and geographic regions.
Apple will retain two major
divisions, manufacturing and
distribution and sales and cus-

These organizational
announcements
signal the beginning
of the second phase
of our business reengineering.
Michael Spindler
Apple Computer

FO

tomer support.
The changes will be carried
out over the next few months.
No layoffs are planned, the company said.
The reorganization was first
reported Monday night by
Mac Week magazine’s daily news
service on CompuServe. The
San Francisco Chronicle and
San Jose Mercury News reported the changes on Tuesday.
It is the most significant orga-

nizational step taken by chief
executive Michael Spindler
since he took charge of the company in 1993. The company’s
stock closed down $1.62 1/2 at
$33.87 1/2 on the Nasdaq Stock
Market.
"These organizational announcements signal the beginning of the second phase of our
business re-engineering," Spindler said in a statement.
The previous stage involved
improving Apple’s financial
health and introducing the
Power Macintosh, a new version of the computer based on
the fast PowerPC chip Apple
developed with IBM and
Motorola.
Diery was taking the blame
for slowness in getting the
PowerPC microprocessor into
all its computer models, said
Kimball Brown, analyst at
Dataquest, a research firm
based in San Jose.

RFALIZE YOLR POIENTIAL

Aerotek gives you the opportunities to succeed.

Diery was not available for
comment Tuesday, his secretary
said.
The new R&D division will be
led by David Nagel, who is
senior vice president of the
AppleSoft division, which develops and markets software,
including the Macintosh operating system.
The division will focus on
more closely integrating Apple’s
hardware and software. It will
include development of new
desktop
and
portable
Macintoshes, the Newton personal digital assistant and computer networking applications
for business.
The other division, to be
known as Apple Marketing and
Solutions, will be led by Dan
Eilers, chief executive of Claris,
Apple’s applications software
subsidiary. It will include a
newly formed unit to focus on
the entertainment industry.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Fifteen
people were arrested and police
in riot gear fired rubber bullets
to tame unruly celebrants as
up to 4,000 people poured into
Westwood streets to celebrate
UCLA’s national basketball crown.
Officers fired 20 bean-bag and
rubber-bullet rounds to disperse
revelers Monday night after
UCLA won its first NCAA basketball championship in 20 years.
"Several citizens have been
hurt. People were just throwing
bottles into crowds and one guy
turned around and got it right in
the face and without a doubt
lost all of his teeth," said Cmdr.
Tim Bride.
A police officer was treated
for broken ribs suffered in the
disturbance, which was confined to the shopping and dining
area next to the UCLA campus.
Non-student revelers overturned a KIIS radio station van.
"It was just a few people causing all the grief," McBride said
today. "We had mostly law-abiding individuals out there celebrating the first championship
in 20 years, but some imbibed
In alcohol and got a little wild."
Order was restored within an
hour, McBride said.
"I think the cops handled it
pretty good. They did a good
job," said Lance Davis, owner of
the Mayhem Records store.
Many who jammed the streets
of Westwood Village had just
returned from spring break.
Within an hour of the Bruins’ 8978 win over Arkansas in Seattle,
police in Los Angeles went on a
citywide tactical alert.
"With a crowd as large as this,
you’re going to have someone
who is drunk who is going to
confront police officers," police
Officer Arthur Holmes said.
At least 200 officers, many in

riot gear, marched into the
streets lined with restaurants
and shops and walked in lines,
baton to baton, pushing the students back.
Students threw glass bottles
at the officers, cheering as the
bottles smashed at officers’ feet.
The officers occasionally
charged the fans, jogging
toward them with their batons
out and discharging pellets.
Matthew Zujovich, 20, a junior
economics student, said he was
shot by a policeman apparently
wielding a pellet gun.
"I was shot in the back of the
neck ," Zujovich said. "This guy
put his barrel in my back and as
I kept pushing people back, he
shot me in the neck. The shot
knocked me on my face, it hurts
like hell.
"They (the police) pushed me
up and got me going again. They
just have to do their job, but
there’s absolutely no reason to
pull out a gun and shoot somebody when their back is turned."
Geoff Christian, 25, who graduated two years ago, blamed
the police.
"We were just celebrating.
Why did they need to save an
intersection that people were
just hanging out in?" Christian
asked.
Police didn’t agree with
Christian’s assessment.
"We didn’t cause the problem
here. The 5 percent (of the
crowd breaking the law) caused
the problem. We’re the peacemakers," McBride said.
The mood was one of joy over
UCLA’s basketball victory.
"I’m going to cry!" said 21 year-old Gloria King as the
Bruins finished the game and
patrons at Stratton’s Grill burst
into more than 15 minutes of
screaming.
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Adapting to secondhand smoke

Silicon Valley spy ring
investigation expands Non-smokers more suspectible to heart disease, researchers say
assiii laird iress

An FBI investigation into a
Silicon Valley industrial spy
ring has expanded, according
to court documents.
A search-warrant affidavit
from an FBI agent was
unsealed in San Jose’s U.S.
District Court on Monday.
The spy ring allegedly
misappropriated technical
drawings for electronics
products
from
Applied
Materials Inc., Lam Research
Corp., Varian Associates and
legal Corp., all of Northern
California, as well as Texas
Instruments of Dallas.
The targets of the FBI
investigation include former
employees
of
Applied
Materials and Varian, the affidavit indicated. They allegedly sold the drawings to
Semiconductor Spares of San
Carlos.
On
March
16,
Lam
injunction
an
obtained
Semiconducter
against
Spares to prevent the company from using "proprietary
engineering drawings and

other intellectual property"
allegedly stolen from Lam.
In its lawsuit, the company
also named a former Lam
employee as a defendant.
Lam said Spares used the
material to manufacture and
sell unauthorized copies of
components used in wafer
processing
The FBI had already exewarrants
search
cuted
against Spares at that time in
relation to the alleged thefts.
The investigation has lasted more than two months
and involves trash recovered
from a dumpster near
Spares’
Semiconductor
offices, telephone records,
bank records and declarations in civil suits.
Assistant U.S. Attorney
Richard Seeborg, who is handling the case, declined comment because the investigation is continuing.
No criminal charges have
yet been filed against any of
the people named in the
court document.

By Brneda C. Coleman
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The tobacco companies are claiming that
levels of secondhand smoke in workplaces
are very, very low, that you have to sit at a
smoky bar for a thousand years to inhale
the equivalent of one cigarette.

CHICAGO (AP) - Non-smokers are much more susceptible
to heart damage from secondhand smoke than are smokers
because their bodies haven’t
built up defenses against the
onslaught of tobacco poisons,
researchers say.
"The cardiovascular system
adapts to insults," said Stanton
A. Glantz, a professor of medicine at the University of
California at San Francisco and
an antismoking activist.
The conclusion is not new but
was drawn from the most complete review to date of studies on
how secondhand smoke affects
the heart and blood vessels.
It also heightens the debate
over secondhand smoke, indicating that even small amounts
can endanger nonsmokers. The
tobacco industry claims that
the link between secondhand
smoke and heart disease is
unproven and that, in any case,
nonsmokers breathe in very little cigarette smoke.
"When you take a nonsmoker
who doesn’t have all this
garbage in their body, and you
put a little bit of it in, you get a
big effect," Glantz said.
"Smokers are chronically poisoning themselves with cigarette smoke..., The smoker’s
cardiovascular system has done
what it can to adapt - adding a
little more doesn’t make much
difference," he said.
Glantz and Dr. William W.

Stanton A. Glantz
University it San

Parmley, chief of cardiology at
UCSF, pulled together data from
more than 80 previous studies.
Their review is published in
Wednesday’s issue of The
Journal of the American Medical
Association,
About 47,000 people a year
die from heart disease caused
by secondhand smoke, and
150,000 others suffer nonfatal
heart attacks, according to an
analysis prepared last year for
the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration. An estimated 3,000 people die of lung
cancer annually because of secondhand smoke, OSHA said.
Though nonsmokers in smoky
surroundings may breathe only 1
percent as much smoke as people who puff on cigarettes, their
elevated risk of heart disease is
much greater than 1 percent of
smokers’ added risk, Glantz said.
"If you smoke, it about doubles or maybe triples your risk
of heart disease. A doubling of
risk is a 100 percent increase. If
you’re a passive smoker, then
your risk of heart disease goes

F}ancisco pennons of medicine

up about 30 percent," he said.
"The tobacco companies are
claiming that levels of secondhand smoke in workplaces are
very, very low, that you have to
sit at a smoky bar for a thousand years to inhale the equivalent of one cigarette," Glantz
said. "This paper shows that
trying to equate passive smoking with active smoking is just
meaningless."
Walker Merryman, vice president of the Tobacco Institute, said
the paper "does not represent
mainstream scientific opinion,"
including views from government
research agencies and findings
from large population studies. He
called Glantz "perhaps the leading
anti-tobacco political activist in
the United States."
The researchers said secondhand smoke reduces the oxygen-carrying ability of blood
and the heart’s ability to use the
oxygen it receives, forcing the
heart to pump harder and making exercise more exhausting.
Also, secondhand smoke activates
blood
cells
called

platelets, promoting clots that
can cause heart attacks. In addition, activated platelets can
damage the lining of arteries
and speed the development of
fatty deposits - a major component of heart disease, studies
have shown.
Aside from that, compounds
in secondhand smoke latch
onto so-called "bad" cholesterol
and help it bind to artery walls,
where it further contributes to
fatty deposits, studies show.
And the nicotine in secondhand smoke interferes with
enzymes that neutralize the
highly reactive and destructive
chemicals known as free radicals, the authors said.
Nonsmokers who suffer heart
attacks sustain far more damage
to their hearts if they have been
exposed to secondhand smoke,
the researchers added.
the
for
spokesman
A
American Heart Association
called Glantz and Parmley’s
work excellent.
"The bottom line is that secondhand smoke should be eliminated from all areas occupied
by nonsmokers," said the
spokesman, Aubrey E. Taylor,
chairman of the physiology
department at the University of
South Alabama in Mobile.
The Labor Department last
year moved to prohibit smoking
in most workplaces. The proposed rule is being reviewed by
OSHA and it’s unclear when it
will be made final, said agency
spokeswoman Cheryl Brolin.

San Mateo man’s murder conviction overturned
Daughter’s repressed memory testimony of 1969 killing ’unfair,’ judge rules
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A
murder conviction based on
repressed memory - a woman’s
recollection of seeing her father
strike her playmate 20 years earlier - was overturned Tuesday
by a federal judge.
Citing inadmissible evidence
of a purported confession, U.S.
District Judge D. Lowell Jensen
granted a new trial to George
Franklin Sr.
"This verdict was the product
of a trial which was not fundamentally fair," Jensen said in a
51 -page ruling.
He said repressed-memory
testimony should be assessed
by jurors, like any other recollections of a witness, but was
unfairly bolstered in this case
by improper and misleading testimony that Franklin had admitted the killing.
Franklin, of San Mateo, was
convicted of first-degree murder
in January 1990 for the 1969
slaying of 8-year-old Susan
Nason, his daughter’s childhood
playmate. He was sentenced to
life in prison.
The killing was unsolved for

two decades until Franklin’s
daughter,
Eileen
FranklinLipsker, said she was looking at
her own 7-year-old daughter in
January 1989 and suddenly
remembered seeing her father
raising a rock above Susan’s
head. She was the main witness
against her father.
In overturning the conviction,
Jensen cited a jailhouse visit to
Franklin by his daughter, which
a prosecutor helped to arrange.
Describing the visit in court,
Franklin-Lipsker
said
she
referred to her father’s guilt and
asked him to confess, but he
silently pointed to a sign that
said conversations might be
monitored.
San Mateo County Superior
Court Judge Thomas McGinn
Smith told jurors they could
consider Franklin’s silence as a
possible admission of guilt.
A state appeals court ruled in
1993 that the evidence should
have been excluded because
Franklin was relying on his right
against self-incrimination. But
the court upheld the conviction,
saying Franklin would have
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been found guilty anyway based
on his daughter’s testimony.
Jensen agreed the evidence of
the jailhouse visit was improper
and said it could have affected
the verdict. He said he could not
determine beyond a reasonable
doubt that jurors would have
convicted Franklin based solely
on his daughter’s testimony.
Under a Supreme Court ruling
that prohibits use of a defendant’s silence as evidence of
guilt, "it is difficult to imagine a
more egregious ... error or one
that so infected the entire conduct of a trial," Jensen wrote.
He quoted the prosecutor as
telling the jury that Franklin’s
silence "compellingly" proved
his guilt and was "worth its
weight in gold."
Jensen also said he questioned "whether the evidence
against (Franklin) was overwhelming." He said there were
"numerous contradictions" in
Franklin-Lipsker’s testimony,
and no physical evidence
against her father.
The judge also said Franklin’s
lawyers should have allowed to

introduce evidence of newspaper coverage of the murder as a
possible source of his daughter’s knowledge of the events.
She denied any exposure to
news accounts of the killing.
The exclusion of the evidence
allowed the prosecutor to
argue, misleadingly, that there
was no way Franklin-Lipsker
could have known the details of
the killing without being there,
Jensen said.
"It is likely that this error had
a critical effect on the jury inasmuch as it served to make the
testimony of the key prosecution witness seem irrefutable,"
Jensen said.
The ruling "states the obvious - you can’t lie to juries,"
Franklin’s appellate lawyer,
Dennis Riordan, told reporters.
He said it was significant that
the conviction had been upheld
by state judges, who must face
the voters, but overturned by a
federal judge with life tenure
who was a former prosecutor
and second-ranking official in
President Reagan’s Justice
Department.

Alleged ’double dipping’
labor leader fires employee
OAKLAND (AP) - A labor
leader accused of "double dipping" expenses has fired the
union employee who disclosed
the alleged misuse of funds.
Paul Varacalli, who has headed Local 790 of the Service
Employees International Union
for the past 28 years, said he
fired finance director Phyllis
Willett on Monday.
Willett was dismissed for
removing confidential financial
records from the union’s office
without Varacalli’s permission,
he said.
"I concluded that 1 couldn’t
tolerate that kind of behavior,
and 1 called her in and terminated her," he said.
"I think he has retaliated
against me because I have
exposed him," said Willett, who
plans to fight the dismissal.
Varacalli heads a 20,000-member union that is the largest
public employees labor organization In Northern California.
Varacalli, 58, Is under Investigation by the union headquar-

ters in Washington D.C., according to Ray Abernathy, a union
spokesman in the nation’s capital. The probe is looking into
accusations that Varacalli, who
earns about $78,000 a year, put
In twice for expenses during the
past four years.
Varacalli, accused of embezzling about $2,000 from the
union, denies any wrongdoing,
although he admitted to sloppy
record keeping.
"I know I was not as tight as I
could be on accounting,"
Varacalli said. "What I have now
Is a drawer with hundreds of
receipts In it."
A memorandum sent to union
President John Sweeney by
members of Local 790 alleged
42 Incidents of misappropriation of funds.
The charges were filed by
local deputy executive director
Margaret Shelleda, research
director Joan Braconl and former staff director Larry Gerber
plus 17 board members and
rank-and -file workers.
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SJSU’s Oberholser takes first, men’s golf team
has best showing; 8 gymnasts move on
Walsh’s three-run homer helps beat Stanford, 9-4; tennis teams suffer spring break losses
Women’s team
The San Jose State women’s
golf team fell from second to a
third -place
finish
behind
Arizona State and Stanford at
the PING/ASU Invitational at the
Karsten Golf Course Sunday.
The Spartans lost five strokes
to Stanford and finished four
strokes behind the Cardinal’s
892 total with an 896 team
score. Both SJSU and Stanford
were fighting for second place
with Arizona State, who easily
coasted to victory on the 6272
yard. par 72 course.
The Sun Devils posted a 33stroke victory in the 16-team
field with an 859 total that

included a final-round team
score of eight-under par 280.
San Jose State had two players finish in the top 10 in the 90player field. Sophomore Janice
Moodie tied for third with a 218
score.
Freshman
Cecilia
Afzelius-Alm tied for ninth with
her 223 total.
Other finishers for SJSU
included: Monica Stratton, 226;
Vibeke Stensrud, 229; and Ji-Yun
Lee at 241.
Men’s team
Aaron Oberholser made a 12-

cm ALL
COLLEGE RINGS

foot putt on the final hole to win
medalist honors as San Jose
State captured the team title in
Pacific
Coast
the
21st
Intercollegiate men’s golf tournament Friday.
Oberholser, a sophomore
from San Mateo High School,
recorded his second threeunder par 69 of the tournament
Friday on the 7200 yard, par 72
Sand piper Golf Course to finish
with a six-under par 210 in his
first collegiate tournament victory.
Oberholser and teammate
Steve Woods, who finished tied
for fifth at 217, led San Jose
State to its first team title of the
season and first under first-year
Coach Mike Ketcham.
The Spartans set a tournament record with a 54-hole total
of 863, one under par.
Other Spartans scores were
Jonathan Baker at 224 and Brad
Stites at 226.
SJSU which posted identical
scores of 288 in the first two
rounds, was one-under par at
287 in the final round.
San Jose State was 15 shots
ahead of California, second at

878, and 20 ahead of third-place
UC Irvine in the 22-team field.
earlier,
Three
days
Oberholser shot a 219 to tie for
second with Tiger Woods of
Stanford and three others, as
the Spartans took fourth at the
Southwestern Intercollegiate
Tournament on the par 71, 6797
yard North Ranch County Club
Course.
Stanford took first with an 890
team score, while SJSU posted a
902. Woods shot a 222; Justin
Wright, 228; Stites, 233; and
Baker shot a 239.

5rh Annual Visual Artists
Film & Video Festival prt,fits
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Superior Styling

men’s team
Over spring break, the men’s
tennis team lost 6-3 to the Air
Force March 28 after beating
Seattle University, 6-2, March
24. Alan Alvistur, Martin
Crampton and Steve Riley
picked up wins for the Spartans
(3-10) against Air Force. Both
matches took place at Spartan
Courts.
women’s team
The women’s tennis team (47) suffered a 7-2 loss to Seattle
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gymnastics

women’s West Gymnastics
Regional.
For Law to advance to the
NCAA Women’s Gymnastics
Championships, April 20-22, at
the University of Georgia campus in the all-around competition, she must have one of the
top 12 scores from all gymnasts
entered in the five women’s
regional championships this
weekend.

Eight
San
Jose
State
University gymnasts will compete as individuals entries in
the NCAA West Regional
Gymnastics Championships,
Saturday, at the University of
Oklahoma in Norman for the
me’s
championships
and
Oregon State University in
Corvallis for the women’s
championships.
Sophomore Ed Balado of
Miami and junior Karl Nove
from Fullerton are two of the six
selected to compete in the allaround competition at the
men’s gymnastics regional.
Sophomores Garrett Donahue
of San Diego, Cohn Follenweider
of Boulder, Colo., Ryan Frasco
of Honolulu, Nick Rashid of
Fullerton and Geoff Rudy of
Pittsburgh, Pa., also were
selected to compete as individual event entries.
For any of the Spartan men to
advance to the NCAA Men’s
Gymnastics Championships,
April 20-22, at the Ohio State
campus, a top-three finish in
the event from the entries at
both the East and West
Regional is required.
In the women’s gymnastics
regional, sophomore Tara Law
of Sacramento is one of the
seven individual gymnasts chosen to compete in the allaround competition at the

Patrick Walsh ripped a threerun home run in a four-run first
inning to help the San Jose
State baseball team beat No. 10ranked Stanford, 9-4 at Sunken
Diamond Tuesday.
The offensive onslaught was
the Spartans biggest first-inning
output of the season. Two
Stanford throwing errors and
one fielding error, along with
two hits led to four unearned
runs in the sixth inning, giving
the Spartans a 9-2 lead.
Chris Townsend (1-3) picked
up the first win of his career as
a Spartan, going five innings
and giving up two earned runs
on
three
hits.
Jason
Simontacchi picked up his first
career save, striking out three
in his four innings of work.
Walsh went 3 for 5, with his
first home run of the season,
picking up three RBI in the
game. Travis Peterson and
Geoff Fessenden had two hits
each. SJSU improved to 14-19-1,
while the Cardinal dropped to
19-13. The Cardinal were ranked
No. 1 in the nation in pre-season polls.

Tyson will be an analyst on the
pay-per-view telecast of the five
world championship fights at
Caesars Palace Saturday night.
undisputed
former
The
champion,
heavyweight
released from an Indiana prison
March 25, will provide an analysis before each of the five fights.
His comments will be taped

Tyson will be at ringside in
the outdoor arena to watch
Oliver McCall defend his WBC
heavyweight title against Larry
Holmes and Tony Tucker fight
Bruce Seldon for the vacant
WBA heavyweight title.
The five title fights are being
promoted by Don King, who is
promoting Tyson’s comeback.

Don’t Wait!
Test Date:
Tyson to be analyst Saturday
April 29,1995 LAS VEGAS (AP) Mike before the show.

AprilL &
9:04mm to 7:00pin

April 3rd to April 7th
10 A.M. to 4 P.M.
SPARTAN Ilk BOOKSTORE

March 24 at Spartan Courts,
and 8-1 losses to UC Irvine
March 28 and Cal State
Fullerton Wednesday. Den Wong
picked up the lone win against
Fullerton at Fullerton, while
Aimee Lam picked up the only
victory against UCI at Irvine.
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100 killed in Islamic separatists’ attack on Philippine town
ZAMBOANGA, Philippines (AP) About 200 Islamic separatists attack a
southern Philippine town Tuesday,
plundering banks and stores, burning
buildings and fighting troops flown in
to defend the town.
At least 100 people died and 30 more
were injured before soldiers drove the
rebels into the forest, military officials
said.
President Fidel Ramos declared a
state of emergency in Ipil, a town of
50,000 people on the island of
Mindanao about 480 miles south of
Manila, and put all troops on Mindanao
on alert.
The government said the heavily
armed Men were members of Abu
Sayyaf, a Muslim group fighting for a

religious state in the southern
Philippines. The group has been linked
to a plot to kill Pope John Paul II and
blow up American airliners over the
Pacific.
Police said they found a banner in
Ipil marking the Abu Sayyaf’s third
anniversary. The group surfaced publicly in 1993.
The gunmen, who arrived on boats,
trucks and a bus, waited for a signal to
raid four of the town’s seven banks
simultaneously at midday, according to
radio reports and the military.
They also ransacked at least one
department store and set many buildings on fire to confuse police and soldiers, said military spokesman Maj.
Fredesvindo Covarrubias.

Radio reports said in late afternoon
thick smoke filled the town, and one
witness who arrived in Zamboanga by
bus called Ipil "a burning inferno."
Miguela Mondido, who was shot in
her left arm, was among 11 injured
flown to Zamboanga. One of them died
there. Mondido, 39, said she saw a
truck full of men heading for the center
of town.
"When the truck reached the commercial district, the armed men immediately jumped out of the truck and I
just heard shooting," Mondido said.
She said the men wore military uniforms. Other witnesses reported seeing
rebels in red headbands, and said some
wore short pants and civilian clothes.
National police chief Recaredo

Sarmiento said in a television interview
that police could only confirm that 23
people had been killed, but the military
In Zamboanga and the interior secretary said at least 100 had died.
Among those killed were the town
police chief, the commander of the
10th Infantry Battalion stationed in Ipil
and a local bank manager. It was not
immediately known how many, if any,
of the casualties were rebels.
The military has accused Abu Sayyaf
of bombings and ransom kidnappings
whose targets included American and
Spanish missionaries and Filipino businessmen. In January, two soldiers died
and eight were wounded when the military stormed an Abu Sayyaf stronghold.
A former Abu Sayyaf officer who
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VOLUNTEERS
BE A FRIEND!
Caring and friendly volunteers
needed to help individuals
with mental illness become
independent! Flexible hours!
Training and support given.
Gain practical experience for
psychology, social work, OT,
nursing or related fields.
Call Martie or Teresa at
408/526-1288 a 408/261:7777.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
"PAPER CUTS" MAN
Happy Birthday!
"Your", WOMAN

$ss FREE Paid to non -AT&T users
to try AT&T. 1-415.435-8633.
Also, great fundraiser for club!
GRAND OPENING!
Scariett’s Corner Arts & Crafts
Boutique. Featuring art works of
SJSU students, unique gifts, and
more. Visit us & receive a special
student & faculty discount rate on
)(X/ pirchases. At Scarlett’s Caner,
there is always a chance to make
money on your arts & crafts!
411 E. Campbell Ave. Campbell.
Open - Mon -Sat: 11-7, Sun: 11-5.
OPEN ADOPTION gave my son
the very best start in life. I CHOSE
his parents & we care deeply
about each other. If you’re pregnant & not sure what to do, call
me, Mary, at nonprofit Center:
408.9984343.

TRAVEL
REALLY CHEAP TRAVEL
Discount Airline Tickets
international / Domestic
Student Packages Available
Mexico, Hawaii, Disney.
Call for Lowest Fares
Everywhere, all the time.
Great American Traveler
408-984-6607.

EMPLOYMENT
CASHIERS NEEDED at newly
remodeled Chevron. Two locations. Flexible hours. Apply in
person @ 147 E. Santa Clara St.
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE;
PT?’ morning & afternoon shifts,
Must have own bike. Contact
Trevor 288-4100. hner City Express,
22 W. St. John St. Sanitise.
ATTENTION
GRADUATING PT 8 OT STUDENTS
Come to North Carolina where you
can enjoy small town living while
keeping the big city salary!
MedTherapy Rehabilitation
Services, Inc. has immediate
openings for full time Licensed
Physicaltherapists & Occupational
Therapists towork in North Carolina.
Competive salary with excellent
benefits. Relocation assistance
available! Join our clinically driven
company that offers flexible
scheduling, no quotas and a team
approach to rehab. For more information, please call Employment
Services at: 1400.387-3422.
AFTER SCHOOL CHILD CARE in
my home for 2 children with
disabilities. Responsible, caring
person needed 2 afternoons/wk.
$6.00 per hour. Call Jamie at
408-281-1420.

NEW STUDENT DENTAL MAN:
Exams and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S Office or
call (800) 655-3225.

DRIVERS $
Excellent 2nd job
Takeout Taxi
Restaurant Food Delivery Service
Earn $9 to $11/hr. Flex hrs.
Own Car, Good DMV & Ins. Req.
San Jose or Cupertino Area
Call 408-389-9400.

FAST FUNDRAISER - rare 5500
in 5 days Greeks, groups. clubs,
motivated individuals. Fast,
easy - No financial obligation.
1-800-775-3851 ext. 33.

PR PERSON, Fast-growing Nat’l
Franchise involved in graphics/
sign business. Morning hours
great oppty. for advancement.
Sunnyvale area. 2437388.

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST.
Work for environmental justice.
P/T evening positions for
articulate and motivated persons with opportunity for
advancement, travel & benefits.
Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition.
Call 288-7882, 1- 4pm. E.O.E.

GATEWAY APTS. 148 E. William
St. 2 bdrm/2 bath. Security type
building. Underground parking.
Close to SJSU. Free basic cable.
Game roofs w/ ping pong & pool
table. Laundry room. Rent starting
at $750./mo. 947-0803, Noel or
Rosalind Luna.

AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING? Earn
Big $$$ + Free world travel
(Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, etc).
Summer/Permanent, No exper.
nec. Guide. (191) 929-4398 ext.
SPORTS POSITIONS. Tennis C1070.
instructors & other sports coaches needed to staff large programs CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up
in West Massachusetts for a boys to $2,000+/month. World travel.
& a girls surnmer camp (6/148/20). Seasonal & full-time positions. No
178,11 courts with lake, pool & all exp necessary. For info. call
other sports. Free room &board, 1-206-6340468 ext. C60413.
travel accenses & salary. Tennis San
INSIDE SALES, PART-TIME
ing under USPTA/USPTR certified
professional. Write: SUMMER, 3411 flex hours, for outgoing telephone
personality for National Ad Co.,
Humarey Ave. Richmond, CA 94E04
near SJSU. Beverly 9965905.
or call Steve at (510) 237-9384,
tr information and appicatiors.
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help
a childless couple become
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
family. Carry a child for an
with scheduled increases.
infertile couple. Excellent
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
compensation: $17.000 +
expenses. 800-308-7367.
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
FULL TRAINING
$13.00 PER HOUR TO START?
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Sales Weekends & Evenings.
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
Green Thumb Lawn Service
Medical/Dental Insurance
Start this Saturday.
WEEKLY PAYCHECKS!
408-2538818.
Apply. Mon.- Fn. Sam- 5pm,
Vanguard Security Services
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Near 101 at San Tomas Expressway. Earn to $20./hr. Day/Eve. 1 or 2
week classes. (415) 968-9933.
TEACHERS Many Opportunities International Bartenders School.
FT/PT positions for preschools &
school -age day care programs.
SHARED HOUSING
Great job for male or female
students. Prefer 6-12 units ,
Child Development, Recreation. FIND YOUR NEW ROOMMATE
Psychology, or Education. in the Spartan Daily Ciassifieds!
Advancement & growth, great Check out the nfo belcw on this L.
benefits for fulltime. Many times
We can was around your schedule.
RENTAL HOUSING
Call Small World Schools
408-257-7320.
ONE BEDROOM HOUSE- 450 sq.
ft Newly remodeled $550/mo.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
No pets. Non-smoker. Quiet
up to $120/week!
person. Call 297-3532.
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
ROOM TO ROAMI
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank Over 11.00 sq. ft. of living space
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm. in our huge 2 bedroom condos.
Split Master Suites, W/D, A/C.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT’ & more. Woodland Meadow.
408.441-7800.
Earn thousands this summer in
canneries, processors, etc.
Male/Female. Room/Board/ 2 BDRM APT $880/Mo. Modern
Travel often provided! Guide. Appliances, Carpets. Blinds.
Guaranteed success! (919) 929- Clean. Carport. Near campus.
350 So. 10th St. Tel. 280-5192.
4398 ext. A1070.

WALK TO SJSU. The Sands Apts.
460 So. 10th St. Carport and
laundry. 2/bdrm. $675 mo.
l/bdrm - $500. mo. Manager in
apt. 10 or call 293-9840.

SUBSTITUTES. Small World
Schools is hiring students to work
as substitute teachers in our 19
preschool and school -age day
cam programs. Prefer 6-12 units
in Child Development, Recreation,
Psychology, or Education. This
is a great posiiton for both male
or female students. We can work
around most school schedules even if you are only available 1 or
2 afternoons a week. Call our
Corporate office at 408.257-7320.

FUN SUMMER JOBS- Directing
Jr. -High or school age camp,
June 19 Sept 1. 5276-5450 a
week. For info call South Valley
Family YMCA at 226-9622.
AFTER SCHOOL CHILD CARE in
my home for 2 children with
TELEMARKETER NEEDED. Must disabilities. Responsible, caring
have strong communication and person needed 2 afternoons/wk.
customer service skills. Flexible $6.00 per hour. Call Jamie at
schedule. 3-5 hrs/wk. $9.00/hr. 408-281-1420.
Call Thuy 485-4797.
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS. Hiring
SMALL BED STORE close to today. 5 part time positions
SJSU. General help/Mgr. Trainee. available. Starting at $10/hour,
AUTO FOR SALE
FT/PT flextime. WII train. Computer up to $250/week. Jobs filled 1st
843 MAZDA B2000 PU. Vay clean, literate a +. Informal atmosphere, come 1st serve basis. Call
408-249-8446 today!
must see, drives perfectly. $4500. jeans OK. Mark 294-5478.
Call Manuel 1-510-656-0635.
ARTS 8, CRAFTS FIELD. FT/PT DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
General office + retail. Will train. Earn $1.880 a month and
Travel & no travel available. enhance your resume working
Responsible only. Bob 984-4003. for our 128 year-old company.
Call 292-2034 for more details.
WANT TO INCREASE YOUR GRADE
point average? Find out about the
technology of study. Send $4.50
to Scientology Dept. S. 80 E.
Rosemary, San Jose, CA 95112
or call 1-800-293-6463.
ADOPTION: We’re I happily
r. 3,ned couple (preschool teacher/
lawyer) who wishes to adopt a
newborn baby. We will provide a
secure loving home, extended
family, and 2 silly Bassett Hound
dogs who love kids, too! We will
love this child with all our hearts.
If you are considering adoption
please call us, Amy/Ken at 1.800-996-9474. Legal/Confidential.

FOR SALE

780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very clean.
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable.
Ample parking. Quiet with good
neighbors. Walk or ride bike to
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits.
$720 4770/mo. Call 288.9157.
STATE HOUSE APTS
508 So. 11th St,
2 F3drm/2 Bath - $725-$775/mo.
Security type building
Close to SJSU
Free basic cable service
New management
Well maintained bldg.
Mgr. 408-295-5256.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

MAC PLUS W/EXTERNAL N.D.
Computer good - H.D. needs
work. Includes some soft
ware. $200. obo. 924-3269.
NEW FUTONS?
Full Set: $119.
Queen Set: $129.
Includes frame & futon. Fabric
choices, with 6 Inch thick futon.
The lowest prices in the Bay Area.
Cell 926.1951.
1640 Remud a Ln. San Jose, CA.
Powerful 100% UNIX Compatible
Operating System for your Desktop PC! Enjoy the true multi-tasking & multi-user operating system.
’Full featured UNIX with X-Windows.
TCP/IP, NFS. compilers and all
applications for 386 & higher
PCs. All for a price of DOS,
only $39.95. Tel :408.727-3883.
Fax :408.727-3882.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Mso open Saturdays 9-2.

recently surrendered to authorities
said Tuesday’s raid was retaliation for
the arrests of six Muslim extremists
over the weekend. "There are many
more such attacks that will follow,"
Edwin Angeles told the Manila television station ABS-CBN.
The extremists, who police said had
ties to Abu Sayyaf, allegedly were
recruiting followers for terrorist
attacks. They also allegedly had ties to
Ramzi Yousef, who faces trial in New
York for allegedly masterminding the
1993 World Trade Center bombing that
killed six people.
Defense Secretary Renato de Villa
said authorities have no immediate
information linking the arrests to the
attack.

Print your ad here.

2 BDRM. APARINENT 5750/510.
Security type building
" Secure Parking
* Close In
Modem Building
Free Basic Cable service
* Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 2966893.
WALK TO SJSU. 2 BR/1 BA.
Clean & quiet. Best value.
$675/MO. 14081 238-7777.
LESS THAN 11300 FOR RENT
per person in an enormous 3 bdrrn.
apt. (based on 3 person occupancy).
Within biking distance to SJSU
or jump on Light Rail.
Close and Quiet
Washer/Dryer Hookups
Air Conditioning
Triple -wide closets
Fitness Center
Billiards / Ping Pong
Basketball / Tennis
Pools / Spa
Indoor Raquetball Court
Large 2 a 2 also available.
Prices won’t last.
279-2300
Summenvind Apts.
NEED YOUR OWN SPACE? If
you’re looking to live on your own,
we have the perfect home for you!
Studios from $520, Jr. 1 Eldrms
from $595. Call Timberwood
Apartments at 4084784800.
ROYALE APTS. 2 bdrm./1 bath
Rent starting at $710. a month.
Free cable. Laundry room.
9th & E. William St. Call
Tricia or Robert 971-0889.

WORD PROCESSING
HATE TO TYPEI.
If this got your attention, give your
self a break. Let me do it for you!
Rearnes, tarn papers & theses APA
format. $2.00 per double spaced
minimum.
5.00
page
/
Pick-up and Delivery $2.00.
Cash only. Call Julie 445-0707.
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
*Term papers Group projects
"Thesis Letters Applications
*Resumes "Tape transcription, etc.
Nursing/Math/Science/English.
Laser printer. Days & evenings,
7days. SUZANNE, 448-5858.
CALL MARCIA 266.9448
20 years experience
Edit/Format Specialist for
Projects/Term Papers/Resumes
APA Turablan MLA
Grammar, Knotuation. Rrashg
Tables/Charts/disk edit
Marnstional Students %Volcano
10 minutes from campus!

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408.2510449.

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE for
College & Grad students. Grades.
SAT scores & age not always a facer.
AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED Recorded message gives details:
Professional Word Processing! 406629-4098, ararament #176.
Theses, Term Papers, Nursing &
Group Projects, Resumes. Letters.
Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
HP Laser I. All formats, specializing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
grammatical editing. Free disc
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
storage. All work guaranteed!
Student Discounts.
Worry free, dependable, and prompt Big-o-Tires. 2336 El Camino
service. To avoid asapcontment, call
Real, Santa Clara.
now to reserve your time! Call
Mon-Fit: 8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 to4.
PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm). Plus
261-4430.
Sae Additional IMPerReferrall
RESUME PREPARATION by
member of Prof. Assn. Resume
NORMA’S TYPING SERVICE
Evening/Weekend appts. Avail.
Writers. Reasonable rates.
Fax Modem/HP LaserPrinting
Cochreit’s Professional Resumes.
Resumes, Letters, Theses.
(408)3566782.
Spreadsheets. Copying, etc.
I CAN MEET YOUR TYPING FEEDS
TAX PREPARATION SERVICE
Low charge by page
Days, Evenings, Weekends Appt.
Imitable anytime after 12m
Pick-up/Deliver. Reasonable Rates,
Call (408)238-5089.
Certified. Accurate. Jay 254-3524.

SERVICES

TYPING
FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE!
Accuracy is my specialty. Fast turn
around. Resumes, student papers,
caYesponcence. Worked with SJSU
students for 15 years. Located 10
minutes from campus. Reasonable
rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!!
Apt) well date . always. Call Jane at
Perfect Paper, (408)937-0373.

HEALTH/BEAUTY
50% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st, 1995.
4083794500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell, CA 95008.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
HAVING A BAD HAIR DAY?
Say no more! Come to Multicuts
Beauty Salon. We guarantee the
Best Haircuts, Styles, Perms and
the Best Customer Service in town.
Students & Faculty: Bring I.D. &
receive a discount on any service.
Multicuts is located inside The
Multicultural Center. 605 S. 2ici St.,
corner of Reed. Walk-in Welcome,
or call now for appt. 297-7589.
Ask for Ana. a Professional Stylist
for aer 12 years. English/Spanish.

SCHOLARSHIPS
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
"Shadowhawk Enterprises" will
find it for you. Recorded
message gives details.
510-490-2685 ext. 112.
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Ad Rale,: 3-line minimum

Fly* Address
Donn
2D Code
$13 cti a oixe
$14
phone
$15
$18
Send check or money order to:
Spartan uany classiness
Alter the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day. San Jose State University
San Joao CA 911192.014111
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bent al Hall. Room 209
II Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
II All ads are prepaid III No refunds on cancelled ads
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines: $70
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines $110
II QUESTIONS? CALL (400)828.3277
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$8
$1 for each additional line.
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ATTENTION AU. STUDENTS! Over
$6 Billion in private sector grants
& scholarships is now available.
All students are eligible. Let
us help. For more info. call
1-800-263-6495 ext. F60412.

Please check /
one classification:
_Campus Clubs. _Rental Housing
Greek Messages_Shared Housing.
_Real Estate
_Events*
_Announcements* _Services
_Lost and Found** ,..,,Health/Beauty
_Volunteers*
_Ride Share*
_For Sale*
_Insurance
_Autos For Sale* __Entertanment
_Travel
_Electronics*
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Employment
_Word Process’
_Scholarships
__Opportunities

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for e3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
0BH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

MEN lb WOMEN - BARE IT ALL’
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back- Chest- Lip Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before June 1.
1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell . 408) 3793500.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate ati firms
offering employment listings
arcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise,
WRITING HELP. Profess.onal
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghostwriting. Letters, reports, books.
essays, theses, articles. etc. For
more info please call Dave Bolick.
510-801-9554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly. caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(415)525-0505...ask for Daniel.
TAX PREPARATION SERVICE
Days. Evenings, Weekends Appt.
Pick-up/Deliver. Reasonable Rates.
Certified. Accurate. Jay 2543524.

DAILY
CROSSWORD
will appear in the next i,qe.

ACROSS
1 Turkish official
6 Twitch
10 Curls and
ringlets
14 Book of maps
15 Prima donna’s
song
16 - St Vincent
Kiley
17 Letter closing
19 Level
20 More nimble
21 "Gidget" actress
22 Soil
23 Lacking in
confidence
25 Quips
26 Surrounded by
30 - of the blue
31 Extinct bird
32 Brooklyn’s
- Island
34 Flower part
36 Steal from
39 Nonsense
41 Busy place
43 Miscalculate
44 Composer Franz
Joseph 46 Attack on a
castle
47 Sufficient
archaic
49 Johnny (Dime soldier)
51 Jacob’s twin
52 Marconi’s
invention
54 - greens
56 "Garfield" pooch
57 "Hee --"
58 Cartoon king
63 Actor Guinness
64 Shorten
66 Horse hair
67 Kill
68 Official
proclamation
69 Perches
70 Roll -call
response
71 Indian city

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

NOON =MON MOO
OMON MOB@ @ONO
MIME ONOON ONO0
OONUOUM BOONOON
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ODOM
UNUMWOOM OOMONM
0OU @WOMB DENO
ONE= OEN MOO
MOO MOWN@ ONR
NOM= ONOMMONO
MOW
0001
MORMON UMOOONU
OOMM MOON MONO
OOON @ODOM MOO
@ONO MUM MEMO
DOWN
1 Satisfies a aeot
2 At the peak of
3 Disparaging
remark
4 Spy Mata 5 Valuable item
6 Bottle
7 Learned
8 Irritated
9 Singer Ballard
10 Listened
11 Some weather
reports
12 Inactive
13 Talks wildly
18 Three
musicians
24 Sentimental
25 Jars
26 Hurt
27 Where
heather
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Campaign attempts
to undermine GOP
WASHINGTON (AP) Democrats are crashing the Republicans’ 100-day party with an
intensive, weeklong campaign
against the "Contract With
America." They’re using every
tool of the political trade to convince the public the GOP is acting against America’s interests.
Democrats planned nearly
two dozen high-profile events
and extensive use of technology
to drive home their contention
that the House Republican legislative agenda benefits only
the superwealthy.
"The ’Contract With America’
has been a contract to help
people who don’t need help,"
House Minority Leader Dick
Gephardt, D-Mo., declared at a
news conference today. He said
Americans need to ask themselves a classic political question: "Are you better off as a
result of this 100 days?"
"The more the American people see it, the less they like,"
Senate Minority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D., said of the contract today on ABC’s "Good
Morning America." He said they
were counting on the Senate "to
save them from the rash
actions that are going on in the
House."
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Social science senior Chris Sick gets instruction on his tai chi technique from human
performance major Pam Todd inside the Spartan Complex gymnasium on Tuesday.

Sick is visually impaired and receives voluntary tutoring on his timing from Todd,
who hopes to teach a martial arts class someday.

White House shooter convicted
Colorado man found guilty of trying to assassinate Clinton
WASHINGTON (AP)
Francisco Martin Duran, a Colorado
upholsterer who raked the
White House with semiautomatic rifle fire last fall, was convicted Tuesday of attempting to
assassinate President Clinton.
In returning the guilty verdict,
a federal court jury rejected
Duran’s insanity defense. He
had claimed he was shooting at
an evil "mist" hovering over the
White House, but psychiatric
experts
disagreed
about
whether he was deranged.
Duran, 26, of Colorado Springs,
Colo., faces a maximum sentence
of life in prison on the attempted
assassination conviction. U.S.
District Judge Charles Richey set
sentencing for June 29.
During the two-week trial,
defense attorneys had argued
that insanity drove Duran to pull
the rifle from under his trench
coat and open fire on the White
House on Oct. 29, 1994, as
dozens of tourists stood nearby.
No one was injured. The
Secret Service said Clinton was
inside the White House’s family
quarters at the time, watching a
Saturday afternoon football
game, and was never in danger.
Duran was subdued by two
bystanders.
After deliberating nearly five
hours, jurors rejected the testimony of two psychiatrists and a
psychologist who characterized
Duran as a paranoid schizophrenic who didn’t realize his
actions were wrong.
"Clearly Mr. Duran knew what
he was doing was wrong,"
Assistant U.S. Attorney Brenda J.
Johnson told reporters after the
verdict was announced. "He
wrote things down. He planned
this out. He wasn’t crazy. It was
deliberate and premeditated."
In addition to attempted
assassination, Duran was convicted of nine other charges:
one count of damaging federal
property, four counts of assaulting the Secret Service officers,

one count of unlawful possession of the rifle in interstate
commerce, one count of unlawful possession of a shotgun in
interstate commerce, one count
of carrying a weapon during a
crime of violence and one count
of carrying a firearm across
state lines with the intent to
murder the president.
Defense attorneys and the
jurors 10
women and two
men declined comment after
the verdict.
During the trial, Dr. Neil
Blumberg, a Washington area
psychiatrist,
testified
that
Duran shot at what he thought
was an evil "mist" that hovered
over the White House. He
believed he was saving the

country from the mist, which
was taking control of Clinton’s
mind and leading him to
destroy the world.
Duran, an upholsterer for a
hotel in Colorado Springs, left
there in a pickup truck on Sept.
30 after seeing a series of visions
in which a multicolored alien
being told him that the mist had
hung over the White House for
1,000 years, Blumberg said.
After court was adjourned
Tuesday,
Asssistant
U.S.
Attorney Eric Dubelier ridiculed
the defense’s case, calling
it "preposterous." Prosecutors
described Duran as a hate-filled
anarchist who was pretending
to be mentally ill to escape
punishment.
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Classes and workshops begin
throughout the summer. No
formal admission requirements.
For a free summer session
bulletin write or call:
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